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Background
The recent backdrop of global equities grinding higher with volatility at all time low levels ended
abruptly in Q1 2018. Concerns over rising inflation in developed markets and whether Central
Banks are behind the curve with their modest rate hikes to date led to a market correction at
the beginning of February. This was then exacerbated in March by concerns over a global
trade war as President Trump announced tariffs on steel and Aluminium imports. Both events
led investors to question the sustainability of global growth. Global Equity markets fell
significantly, volatility spiked and safe havens such as Gold performed relatively well.
We have no particular insight into how the potential trade war will develop, but remain
optimistic that common sense will prevail.
The chart below details the performance of the S&P sector performance in Q1, highlighting
the broad market sell-off.
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We have previously discussed the over-valuation of some parts of the stock market. However,
the recent pull-back and de-rating of equity markets has led to value emerging across global
equity markets.
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We tend to be relatively active during periods of market volatility as we look to take advantage
of favourable price movements. Accordingly, we view the recent set-back as an opportunity.
As ever, the key is to follow the investment process and make sure that we buy stocks that
are cheap and sell shares that are expensive!
We continue to find value selectively in more cyclical industrial sectors (Oil & Gas, Resources,
Industrials), Pharmaceuticals and Financials and have been using the market weakness to
top up our holdings in these areas.

Given the significant decline in both equity markets and our fund unit price, we believe that
the fund now looks good value at current levels. The current year Price Earnings ratio is 12.9X
and the forecast dividend yield is 3.9% (source: Bloomberg).

Performance Review
During Q1 2018, TB SGIG delivered a return of -6.8% compared to the IA Global Sector return
of -6.3%.
The fund is ranked second quartile over three and five years and is first quartile since inception
having delivered a return of +95.0% since launch versus the sector average of +76.6%.
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Performance in the quarter was impacted by the broad market sell-off. The funds more cyclical
positioning was unhelpful for performance. In addition, the strength of sterling was another
headwind as GBP was up 4.1%, 2.0% and 1.3% against the USD, CHF and EUR respectively.

Fund Dividend
Our new charging structure came into effect in March 2018. As a reminder we now charge
100% of the AMC to capital.
We target strong dividend growth over the long-term. In local currency terms, our estimates
for growth in dividends for the portfolio are as follows:
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Given the significant downward movement in markets during the quarter, there were only a
handful of stocks that made a positive absolute contribution to performance.
GKN (+39%) received a bid from Melrose. We sold the stock at 440p – see below for more
details. DBS (+8%) performed strongly after increasing its final dividend by 55% and
announcing a special dividend. Anta Sports (+7%) reported record results and increased its
dividend by 21%.
Both Cisco (+4%) and Intel (+3%) beat expectations, raised guidance and increased their
dividends by more than the market expected. Cisco announced a 14% rise in dividend and
Intel increased the dividend by 10%. In addition, Cisco increased its Share Buy Back program
by $25bn.
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Imperial Brands (-23%), was our worst performing stock in Q1 2018. It has been a perfect
storm for Imperial Brands recently as the combination of rising bond yields, sterling strength
and concern over the company’s exposure to next generation products has led to the shares
de-rating to a current year Price Earnings Ratio of only 8.4X. In addition, the dividend yield
on the shares is now 7.9%. We significantly increased our holding at the end of the quarter

as we think the shares are anomalously priced. It is worth pointing out that Imperial Brands is
a solid business that enjoys strong margins and is very cash generative. In addition, the
Balance Sheet leverage is now back below the 3X target, post the recent acquisition in the
US. Whilst we acknowledge that the current policy of growing the dividend at 10% per annum
is not sustainable, we do believe that the absolute dividend can easily be maintained. Indeed,
we would encourage management to stop growing the dividend and use free cash flow to buy
back their own shares. If the current management team prove incapable of delivering
shareholder value, we suspect that an activist investor or even another corporate will get
involved.
General Electric (-21%) shares continued their decline despite management re-iterating their
2018 guidance. This was due to the announcement of an increased provision regarding a
legacy insurance book in their GEC division and an SEC investigation into historic accounting
practices. We continue to believe that the new management team will turn around the
business and were pleased to note the change in executive remuneration policy with a bias
towards cash generation and the significant changes in the Board composition.
Roche (-12%) issued slightly disappointing 2018 guidance as the drug maker balances the
cost of promoting new drugs with the reality of reduced profitability from its biggest earnings
drivers. We believe the recent share-price slide already reflects a lot of this uncertainty and
note that Roche expects to further increase its dividend in Swiss Francs this year.
Some of our global cyclical names, most of which happen to be listed in Europe, had a tough
quarter despite posting solid numbers and issuing upbeat outlook statements. Our holdings
in DowDuPont (-16%), Heidelberg (-12%) and Evonik (-10%) all fell during the quarter.
In addition, some of our financial holdings had a weak quarter. AXA (-14%) shares were very
weak after surprising investors with the acquisition of XL Group for $15.3bn. We will review
our numbers post the deal completing but view the severity of the sell-off as unwarranted.
HSBC (-13%) disappointed the market by not announcing a new Share Buy Back Program
with their results and Svenska Handelsbanken (-12%) sold off on concerns re the Swedish
property market and the unexpected Carillion loan loss. We would observe that Svenska grew
its dividend by 10% in 2017 and announced a special dividend.

Portfolio Activity
The fund has 41 investments which are spread across the globe with an average market
capitalisation of £74.2bn. As at 29 March 2018, the breakdown of the portfolio by sales was
34% US, 38% Emerging Markets (incl. Asia ex-Japan), 21% Europe, 4% UK and 3% Japan.

TB SGIG geographical split by domicile and sales
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We made no new investments in the quarter. We did use the market weakness to top up core
holdings in the portfolio including DowDuPont, Chevron, Evonik, Heidelberg Cement, HSBC,
Imperial Brands, Intel, Roche, Saint Gobain and Schlumberger.
During the quarter we sold our holdings in Amadeus IT, GKN and JP Morgan.
Amadeus IT has been a core holding in the fund since 2014 as it ticked all the boxes that we
look for in an investment. It is a global leader in the travel industry with strong barriers to entry,
has a very attractive business model with very healthy margins and strong cash generation,
has an underleveraged Balance Sheet and most importantly grows its dividend in-line with
earnings. The shares have more than doubled since purchase and have re-rated on a
significantly higher earnings number. With the stocks now trading on 24X current year price
earnings ratio and yielding less than 2%, we view the risk reward as unattractive at present
and have sold our holding.
We initiated a position in GKN in January 2013 for 247p. The investment case was
straightforward: GKN operates in the global aerospace and automotive markets: Driveline
(45% of profit) is a global leader in driveshafts, AWD and eDrives. Aerospace (40% of profit)
has a 75/25% commercial and military split, with number 2-3 positions in aero-structures,
engine systems and electrical wiring. Powder Metallurgy (15% of profit) is 80% automotive,
selling both components and powders, where they occupy global number 1 or 2 positions. In
recent years GKN has exited most of its Land Systems businesses and expanded aerospace
via merger and acquisitions, buying both the Volvo and Fokker businesses. GKN was never
a clean-cut investment proposition. Investor returns were hampered by a large pension deficit
that absorbed free-cash flow and persistently high capex requirements, leading to margins
consistently below the targeted 10% level. This was also exacerbated by two major problems
that emerged towards the close of 2017, namely: the CEO designate did not take up the
position. He was scheduled to move from managing the Aerospace Division, but resigned
along with the CFO as a result of the emergence of stock write-offs and warranty provisions.
These factors dented profits and the share price declined.

We were left with an investment that increasingly had all the looks of a value-trap with poor
earnings momentum. Nevertheless, after a full review of our research, we decided that the
shares still did not reflect the underlying business prospects and management would now be
forced to consider all options to realise value. In these circumstances, an investor frequently
must be patient. Fortunately, this was not tested on this occasion and the approach by highlyregarded Melrose, pushed the share price sharply higher. However, with the yield on the
shares is now around 2% and with a large equity offer, we decided to sell at 440p.
Our favourite investment scenario is when we can identify a global leading business and are
able to acquire the shares at a fair price. We purchased JP Morgan shares in February 2016
at $57.52 on a forecast yield of around 3.3% and at a small premium to tangible book value.
Banks were still being described as ‘un-investable’ or ‘impossible to analyse’. We agree that
banks were difficult to analyse, but not impossible! We had watched JPM for some time and
regarded it as one of the best placed global investment banks, with a strong US consumer
business and with surplus capital above their regulatory requirements. Based on our
forecasts, if the shares were not cheap in February 2016, then we felt they would never be
attractive. JPM is presently trading at more than twice tangible book value and the prospective
dividend yield is now below 2%. We typically expect to own shares in a business for much
longer than this. JP Morgan remains a good business, the US economy is still robust and
management will deploy surplus capital into customer lending, dividends and share buy-back.
Nevertheless, at $112.8, we felt that this optimism was now reflected in the share price and
we can find better value elsewhere in the sector.

Portfolio Strategy & Themes
Our objective is to deliver growth in capital and dividends over the long-term from a diversified
portfolio of global leading companies. We take a long-term investment horizon with holdings
in companies such as Deutsche Post, Diageo, Johnson & Johnson, HSBC and Microsoft all
held since the launch of the fund in 2011.
As predicted, volatility picked up at the start of 2018. The big swings in share prices and a
continued fall in markets from February onwards meant that previously high levels of
bullishness receded. Some market participants fear that rising inflation, a monetary policy
mistake or a trade war will bring an abrupt end to the economic cycle.
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The market correction has increased our conviction that equities look incredibly good value
relative to bonds. The chart below highlights the continuing elevated differential between the
earnings yield and bond yield in Europe.

MSCI Europe Dividend Yield – Bond Yield (Latest: 262bp)

Source: Morgan Stanley Research

Whilst equity markets globally have de-rated this quarter, we continue to find more value in
Europe where the market is now trading below its long-term average of 13.7x PER. In addition,
the dividend yield in Europe is now 3.9%. This compares very favourably with other global
markets (e.g. the US market trades on 15.5X PER and only yields 2.1%).

MSCI Europe’s N12M PE

Source: Morgan Stanley Research, MSCI, IBES

It is also worth highlighting Europe’s underperformance against the US over the long-term.

Europe vs US Price Performance

Source: Morgan Stanley Research, MSCI, IBES

We remain optimistic that global growth will persist and modestly strengthen. We still see
solid earnings growth across the markets, which is driven by both top line growth and margin
expansion.

MSCI Europe ex Financials Reported Margins (%)

Source: Morgan Stanley Research, MSCI, IBES

The fund’s cyclical positioning proved detrimental to fund performance during the quarter. A
number of cyclical business share prices fell despite reporting solid 2017 numbers and upbeat
outlook statements for 2018.
A good example of such a share would be Heidelberg Cement which was bought for the fund
at the end of Q3 2017. The chart below highlights the significant disconnect between the
share price (gold) and the earnings momentum of the business (turquoise).

Heidelberg Cement Share Price and EPS estimates
Share Price
EPS estimates

Source: Bloomberg

The chart below highlights the increased attractions of Heidelberg Cement since the recent
share price decline. The shares now trade on a low PER of <12X, a yield of over 3%, the
Balance Sheet has de-geared and the earnings have grown steadily.

Heidelberg Cement PE, Dividend Yield, Net Debt/EBITDA and EPS estimates

Source: Bloomberg

We have used the pull back in markets during Q1 as an opportunity to increase our weightings
in businesses like Heidelberg Cement that benefit from global growth persisting.

We continue to run at our self-imposed 20% limit on Financials. We believe that Banks remain
attractively priced, and have a relatively depressed earnings base. Loan growth should
improve from current levels and as mentioned many times before, Banks remain the most
correlated sector to a further move higher in bond yields. As a reminder, given the leverage
involved in Banks, we view them as relatively risky investments. We only invest in Banks
which have demonstrably enough/surplus capital such as AIB, DBS, HSBC, Mizuho, Svenska
and UBS.
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We continue to find significant value in Healthcare where we remain attracted by the long-term
growth of aging populations in developed markets and increasing wealth in emerging markets.
We believe a combination of low to mid-teens Price Earnings ratios, dividend yields of over
3% and strong Balance sheets as very attractive for long-term investors.

MSCI World Healthcare P/E

Source: Bloomberg

As most readers will know, over the last couple of years we have found very little value in the
consumer staples part of the market (also known as the “bond proxies”).
When we first launched the fund, we had 27% of the portfolio invested in Consumer shares.
Today, this stands at 5%. Several companies are resurfacing on our weekly company
screens. Some Staples companies are amongst the world’s best run companies and we
expect to own them again in the future, but at a price that more suitably reflects their earnings
growth. However, the combination of increased leverage, still elevated valuations and a

subdued growth outlook (see chart from Bain below), means that we still think it’s too early to
reinvest.

FMCG companies’ organic growth

Source: Bain and Company; © FT

The chart below shows the broad sector spread within the portfolio and highlights our positive
stance towards Financials, Industrials and Healthcare and our negative stance towards
Consumer Goods and Utilities.

TB SGIG portfolio spread

Source: Saracen Fund Managers

TB Saracen Global Income & Growth currently has 41 high conviction holdings. The forecast
PE on the fund of 12.9x compares favourably to the 14.6x for the FTSE All World Index
(Source: Bloomberg). The fund also has a greater dividend yield at 3.9% versus just 2.5% for
the Index. We believe the portfolio looks very good value at current levels.

Investment Approach
TB Saracen Global Income & Growth Fund aims to provide a long-term return from investing
in a portfolio of low risk, highly liquid global equity securities. There is an explicit recognition
that income is an important factor for many investors and a significant contributor to long-term
investment returns.
We have a focussed and highly differentiated portfolio of 40-60 quoted global companies, a
high conviction fund with a significant active share, which is currently 90%. There is no formal
benchmark for the fund, although we do report performance against the Global Equity Income
Sector.
We aim to invest in global-leading businesses which are able to sustainably grow their
revenues, their profits and ultimately, their dividends. We are attracted to businesses which
have high and sustainable margin profiles, create value by generating a return on investment
above the weighted average cost of capital and have a strong balance sheet. We also like to
see directors owning shares in the business and being remunerated on total shareholder
returns as opposed to an earnings-per-share measure, which can be easily manipulated.
However, the most important things that we look for in an investment are an attractive
valuation and a starting yield in excess of 2%. We don’t simply buy great businesses at any
price - they must be demonstrably cheap!!

Our Wish List for Companies
Global Leading Businesses
Long-term revenue growth potential
Positive return on equity spread
Sustainable margins
Strong balance sheet
Acceptable Worst Case (extent and likelihood)
Attractive valuation and starting dividend yield in excess of 2%
Alignment of interest with directors
We have a long-term approach and the turnover in the fund has, on average, been less than
20% per annum since the fund was launched.

Outlook
We believe that the equity market correction has led to the emergence of significant value in
certain parts of the market. We have used this market weakness to top up our core holdings.
Value continues to meaningfully underperform growth and we wonder whether the current
market dislocation will be a turning point for markets as investors shift away from growth and
momentum strategies towards value.

European Value vs Growth Price Performance

Source: Morgan Stanley Research

We continue to believe that our large cap value portfolio with its more cyclical positioning is
very differentiated from peers.

SGIG positioning versus selective peer group and equity style

Source: Saracen Fund Managers, peer group’s fact sheets

Source: Morningstar

Post the market correction, the low valuation of our portfolio and the attractive dividend yield
leave us optimistic in the outlook for the fund’s future performance.
We thank you for your continued support.

Graham Campbell
David Keir
Bettina Edmondston
6th April 2018

For further information on TB Saracen Global Income and Growth Fund please
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Graham Campbell (graham@saracenfundmanagers.com) or
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